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The New World History 2016-08-23 the new world history is a comprehensive volume of essays selected to enrich world history teaching and scholarship in this rapidly expanding field the forty four articles in this book take stock of the history evolving literature and current trajectories of new world history these essays together with the editors introductions to thematic chapters encourage educators and students to reflect critically on the development of the field and to explore concepts approaches and insights valuable to their own work the selections are organized in ten chapters that survey the history of the movement the seminal ideas of founding thinkers and today s practitioners changing concepts of world historical space and time comparative methods environmental history the big history movement globalization debates over the meaning of western power and ongoing questions about the intellectual premises and assumptions that have shaped the field

Glencoe World History: New York Edition 2007-08-01 what makes a great world history textbook thorough scholarship and an engaging story glencoe world history is a full survey world history program authored by a world renowned historian jackson spielvogel and the national geographic society experiencing world history and understanding its relevance to the modern world is the goal of this program the program addresses the importance of motivating students and engaging them in meaningful learning learning that links the past with issues confronting young people today glencoe world history addresses student learning on many levels and encourages the reader to become actively involved with the beautifully presented content

A Companion to World History 2014-12-15 a companion to world history presents over 30 essays from an international group of historians that both identify continuing areas of contention disagreement and divergence in world and global history and point to directions for further debate features a diverse cast of contributors that include established world historians and emerging scholars explores a wide range of topics and themes including and the practice of world history key ideas of world historians the teaching of world history and how it has drawn upon and challenged traditional teaching approaches and global approaches to writing world history places an emphasis on non anglophone approaches to the topic considers issues of both scholarship and pedagogy on a transnational interregional and world global scale

The New History of the World 2003 first published in great britain as the hutchinson history of the world in 1976 includes index

What Is Global History? 2017-08-29 the first comprehensive overview of the innovative new discipline of global history until very recently historians have looked at the past with the tools of the nineteenth century but globalization has fundamentally altered our ways of knowing and it is no longer possible to study nations in isolation or to understand world history as emanating from the west this book reveals why the discipline of global history has emerged as the most dynamic and innovative field in history one that takes the connectedness of the world as its point of departure and that poses a fundamental challenge to the premises and methods of history as we know it what is global history provides a comprehensive overview of this exciting new approach to history the book addresses some of the biggest questions the discipline will face in the twenty first century how does global history differ from other interpretations of world history how do we write a global history that is not eurocentric yet does not fall into the trap of creating new centrisms how can historians compare different societies and establish compatibility across space what are the politics of global history this in depth and accessible book also explores the limits
of the new paradigm and even its dangers the question of whom global history should be written for and much more written by a leading expert in the field what is global history shows how by understanding the world s past as an integrated whole historians can remap the terrain of their discipline for our globalized present.
habsburgs and zulus rockfellers and krupps churchills kennedys castros nehrus pahlavis and kenyattas kims and assads these powerful families represent the breadth of human endeavor with bloody succession battles treacherous conspiracies and shocking megalomania alongside flourishing culture moving romances and enlightened benevolence a dazzling achievement as spellbinding as fiction the world captures the whole human story in a single masterful narrative

The New Atlas of World History 2011 the first and only atlas to present global history in a series of uniform world to view maps this groundbreaking volume allows complete and instant comparison between different periods and regions book cover

The Twentieth Century 2021 from the collapse of empires to the rise of decolonized nation states on the global stage a chronological narrative of the recent past and a valuable historical standpoint from which to view the twenty first century world

World History 2013-01-22 world history a concise thematic analysis presents the highly anticipated second edition of the most affordable and accessible survey of world history designed for use at the college level an engaging narrative that contextualizes history and does not drown students in a sea of facts offers a comparative analysis of the great civilizations of eurasia africa and the americas addresses themes of population dynamics food production challenges disease history warfare and other major issues for civilizations features new interior design and organization to enhance user experience instructor s test bank available online at wiley com go wallech

The Times Complete History of the World 2015 the ultimate work of historical reference from cavemen to the cold war from alexander the great to global warming from warfare through the ages to the great voyages of exploration the times complete history of the world is the book that has all the answers this is the most comprehensive authoritative and accessible work on world history available today it has sold over 2 25million copies and has been translated into 18 other languages since its first publication in 1978 with a narrative scope covering the origins of mankind right through to the turmoil of the 21st century this book is an unrivalled and breathtaking accomplishment with over 600 full colour maps and charts on a wide range of historical subjects and representing the work of a team of professional historians this new edition continues a tradition of nearly thirty years of excellence style authority and cutting edge design this edition is also internet linked readers can follow the weblinks in the book to access the most up to date information permitting further in depth exploration of key subjects with fully up to date text including material on iraq and afghanistan terrorism israel and the eu this book edited by leading modern historian professor richard overy is broad ranging and more visually enticing than ever before updates for the eighth edition include new material on the united states the most up to date research on prehistory reworked spreads on the middle east including a new spread on iran current information on the global economy the global environment warfare and world terrorism new introduction short biographies of 100 key figures in world history

The Super Summary of World History 2008 the super summary of world history revised is a new and very compact history of the world emphasizing western culture and political processes as of 2010 mr daniel has completely reviewed and rewritten major sections of his original work the super summary of world history and published his updated work as the super summary of world history revised the super summary is for the thinking person this new history raises exciting questions and puts events into new perspectives to stimulate real thinking about history rather than accepting that the past as set in stone history isn t just names and dates but a range of decisions and actions that often turn on the smallest circumstance the super summary analyzes a few events in depth but most are put into their historical framework so the reader discern where and how all of this action escorts us to the present day if history seems dull pick up the super summary to discover that western history is alive with controversy and consequence the book has 612 pages over 83 figures most of which are maps a detailed table of contents a time line of essential events a list of important on line sources an extensive index and 391 footnotes at the end of key chapters is a list of reading and on line sources to help the reader expand their knowledge of history plus a new let us learn section detailing what history can teach us throughout the text critical names are in bold and extremely important events are in bold and italic print

Who Owns History? 2003-04-16 a thought provoking new book from one of america s finest historians history wrote james baldwin does not refer merely or even principally to the past on the contrary the great force of history comes from the fact that we carry it within us are unconsciously controlled by it in many ways and history is literally present in all that we do rarely has baldwin s insight been more forcefully confirmed than during the past few decades history has become a matter of public controversy as americans clash over such things as museum presentations the flying of the confederate flag or reparations for slavery so whose history is being written who owns it in who owns history eric foner proposes his answer to these and other questions about the historian s relationship to the world of the past and future he reconsiders his own earlier ideas and those of the pathbreaking richard hofstadter he also examines international changes during the past two decades globalization the collapse of the soviet union the end of apartheid in south africa and their effects on historical consciousness he concludes with considerations of the
enduring but often misunderstood legacies of slavery the civil war and reconstruction this is a 
provocative even controversial study of the reasons we care about history or should

The World 2007 this is the world history book that gives students the whole story the world is 
the first world history textbook that shows through a holistic truly engaging narrative the 
fundamental interrelationships between peoples and their environment this is the first textbook 
for which the author’s ability to tell the story of the world will help students to learn 
world history and help teachers to teach world history author felipe fernandez armesto is a world 
renowned historian world respected scholar successful author of more than 25 books translated into 
22 languages as well as an exceptional writer highly sought after speaker and inspiring classroom 
teacher felipe fernandez armesto is a master historian and storyteller his work and his writing 
have helped to shape and define the discipline the world also features an innovative map program 
created exclusively for this text by dorling kindersley unique images from around the world a new 
document cdrom called primary source included in the text for world history 1 to 1500 chapters 1 
and world history 11 since 1500 chapters 13 30 for introductory world history courses

Mastering Modern World History 2013-05-17 the fifth edition of this bestselling book is for 
school and college students taking courses in modern world history and for undergraduates in 
history and international relations it is a complete self contained lively and highly readable 
course suitable for individual study or classroom use the general reader who wishes to find out 
how the world got into its present state will also find the book useful key features of the fifth 
edition a new chapter on latin america and its changing relationship with the usa new sections on 
the arab spring the 2008 financial crash and its aftermath and the european union in crisis new 
material on the changing face of communism in china usa bush to obama russia under putin and 
medvedev the continuing conflict between palestinians and israelis and the war against terrorism 
content includes a survey of international relations and war from 1900 to 2012 europe and its 
history the rise and fall of fascism and communism international affairs of the major superpowers 
usa russia ussr and china international conflict the holocaust 9 11 and the fall of saddam hussein 
decolonization and subsequent events in africa and the rise of political islam global problems 
climate change economic crises the population explosion mention of disagreements and controversies 
among historians as well as new interpretations and discoveries norman lowe has had many years 
experience of teaching history at all levels and for 25 years was head of history at nelson and 
colne college in lancashire he is the author of mastering modern british history and mastering 
twentieth century russian history fully updated companion website with examples of document 
questions for each chapter palgrave com masterseries lowe

New World History 2014 this book examines our entrance into a global epoch and the need for a 
historical awareness to match that event it attempts to foster a new scholarly perspective a new 
historical consciousness and a new subfield of history the contributors offer both a theoretical 
treatment and a number of applied examples of what global history is and how it might be written 
Conceptualizing Global History 1993-09-07 this guide integrates concisely the conventional 
narratives of history with the stories of the continents and communities of asia africa and latin 
america

The No-nonsense Guide to World History 2001 in recent years historians in many different parts of 
the world have sought to transnationalize and globalization their perspectives on the past despite all 
these efforts to gain new global historical visions however the debates surrounding this movement 
have remained rather provincial in scope global history globally addresses this lacuna by 
surveying the state of global history in different world regions divided into three distinct but 
tightly interwoven sections the book’s chapters provide regional surveys of the practice of 
global history on all continents review some of the research in four core fields of global history 
and consider a number of problems that global historians have contended with in their work the 
authors hail from various world regions and are themselves leading global historians collectively 
they provide an unprecedented survey of what today is the most dynamic field in the discipline of 
history as one of the first books to systematically discuss the international dimensions of global 
historical scholarship and address a wealth of questions emanating from them global history 
globally is a must read book for all students and scholars of global history

Mastering Modern World History, Globally 2018-02-22 review the global history reader is essential reading for all 
students with an interest in learning more about this definitive new area of historical study book 
jacket

World History 1998-08-06 world history an introduction provides readers with the knowledge and 
tools necessary to understand the global historical perspective and how it can be used to shed 
light on both our past and our present a concise and original guide to the concepts methods 
debates and contents of world history it combines a thematic approach with a clear and ambitious 
focus each chapter traces connections with the past and the present to explore major questions in 
world history how did humans evolve from an endangered species to the most successful of them all 
how has nature shaped human history how did agricultural societies push human history in a new 
direction how has humankind organized itself in ever more complex administrative systems how have 
we developed new religious and cultural patterns how have the paths of the west and the rest
diverged over the last five centuries how at the same time has the world become more interconnected and globalized how is this world characterized by growing gaps in wealth poverty and inequality sharp and accessible eric vanhaute s introduction to this exciting field demonstrates that world history is more of a perspective than a single all encompassing narrative an instructive new way of seeing thinking and doing it is an essential resource for students of history in a global context

The Global History Reader 2005 while world history materials date back to prehistoric times the field itself is relatively young indeed when the first edition of peter stearns s best selling world history in documents was published in 1998 world history was poised for explosive growth with the college board approving the ap world history curriculum in 2000 and the exam shortly thereafter at the university level survey world history courses are increasingly required for history majors and graduate programs in world history are multiplying in the u s and overseas world events have changed as rapidly as the field of world history itself making the long awaited second edition of world history in documents especially timely in addition to including a new preface focusing on current trends in the field stearns has updated forty percent of the textbook paying particular attention to global processes throughout history the book also covers key events that have altered world history since the publication of the first edition including terrorism global consumerism and environmental issues

World History 2013-07-24 from a distinguished author in the field the new global history is a critical inquiry into the historical process of globalization which is seen as a distinctly twentieth century phenomenon with its roots in the age of expansion of the early modern world cutting across disciplinary boundaries the new global history offers a fresh overarching view of the process of globalization that is always empirically based and discusses the most important themes such as policy trade cultural imperialism and warfare bruce mazlish argues that globalization is not something that the west has imposed upon the rest of the world but the result of the interplay of many factors across continents students of history politics and international studies will all find this a valuable resource in the pursuit of their studies

World History in Documents 2008-04-15 the rise of the west has long been the accepted doctrine for framing analyses of world history privileging a eurocentric approach this traditional paradigm obscures the significance of the indigenous rich in non western regions and fails to recognize the contributions of the orient in this book peter gran seeks to reframe current historical debates presenting a model of analysis based on the rise of the rich gran outlines the structure of this new paradigm building upon metanarrative concepts from marxism to liberalism

The New Global History 2006-09-27 written in an easy to read accessible style by teachers with years of classroom experience masterwork studies are guides to the literary works most frequently studied in high school presenting ideas that spark imaginations these books help students to gain background knowledge on great literature useful for papers and exams the goal of each study is to encourage creative thinking by presenting engaging information about each work and its author this approach allows students to arrive at sound analyses of their own based on in depth studies of popular literature each volume illuminates themes and concepts of a classic text uses clear conversational language is an accessible manageable length from 140 to 170 pages includes a chronology of the author s life and era provides an overview of the historical context offers a summary of its critical reception lists primary and secondary sources and index

New Perspectives in World History 2009-02-10 new insights on global histories and western civilization from leading scholars in the field described as the new york review of books for history historically speaking has emerged as one of the most distinctive historical publications in recent years actively seeking out contributions from a pantheon of leading voices in historical discourse from both inside and outside academia recent themes in world history and the history of the west represents some of the best writing on western civilization and world history in the past five years this collection of essays and interviews from historically speaking gives leading historians approaches to the continually evolving field of world history with a specific emphasis on the relationship of western civilization to the history of the world the book also discusses the effect of empire on global history and the many ways empire continues to manifest in the contemporary world the contributors discuss world history as an intricate story of the connections within the global community rather than a tidy static narrative that attempts to summarize everything in our global past in this volume the study of world history is presented as a constantly comparative endeavor concerned with the major themes that link and divide humanity

The Rise of the Rich 1990 william h mcneill is known for his ability to portray the grand sweep of history the global condition is a classic work for understanding the grand sweep of world history in brief compass now with a new foreword by j r mcneill this book brings together two of william hardy mcneill s popular short books and an essay the human condition provides a provocative interpretation of history as a competition of parasites both biological and human the great frontier questions the notion of frontier freedom through an examination of european expansion the concluding essay speculates on the role of catastrophe in our lives

Brave New World 2009 the currents of history run deep and often unseen beneath the everyday ripple of events but now and again the current rises to the surface and the events of a single day change the world for ever such events are the subject of days that changed the world some of the
fifty days described here mark the end of an era others the start of something new many are the
dates of bloody battles or murders of momentous decisions or breathtaking discoveries all are
remembered as powerful symbols of their time whose legacy continues to reverberate around the
world the book begins almost 2500 years ago on 28 september 480 bc when the athenian navy
destroyed the persian invasion fleet in the bay of salamis had the persians won we might never
have heard the names of plato aristotle or alexander nor recognize the word democracy taking in
the assassination of julius caesar the fall of constantinople the first day of the somme nelson
mandela s release from prison and concluding with 11 september 2001 and the destruction of new
york s twin towers days that changed the world is a unique and fascinating way to tell the story
of world history
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